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Abstract: In transonic high-pressure turbine stages, oblique shocks originating from vane trailing
edges impact the suction side of each adjacent vane. High-pressure vanes are cooled to tolerate
the combustor exit-temperature levels, then it is highly probable that shock impingement will
occur in proximity to a row of cooling holes. The presence of such a shock, together with the
inevitable manufacturing deviations, alters the location of the shock impingement and of the
performance parameters of each cooling hole. The present work provides a general description
of the aero-thermal field that occurs on the rear suction side of a cooled vane. Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD) is used to evaluate the deterministic response of the selected configurations in terms
of adiabatic effectiveness, discharge coefficient, blowing ratio, density ratio, and momentum ratio.
Turbulence is modelled by using both the Shear Stress Transport method (SST) and the Reynolds
Stress Model (RSM) implemented in ANSYSr FLUENTr. The obtained results are compared with
the experimental data obtained by the Institut für Thermische Strömungsmaschinen in Karlsruhe.
Two uncertainty quantification methodologies based on Hermite polynomials and Padè–Legendre
approximants are used to consider the probability distribution of the geometrical parameters and to
evaluate the response surfaces for the system response quantities. Trailing-edge and cooling-hole
diameters have been considered to be aleatory unknowns. Uncertainty quantification analysis
allows for the assessment of the mutual effects on global and local parameters of the cooling device.
Obtained results demonstrate that most of the parameters are independent by the variation of the
aleatory unknowns while the standard deviation of the blowing ratio associated with the hole
diameter uncertainty is around 12%, with no impact by the trailing-edge thickness. No relevant
advantages are found using either SST model or RSM in combination with Hermite polynomials and
Padè–Legendre approximants.
Keywords: uncertainty quantification; film cooling; shock waves; computational fluid dynamics;
turbulence modelling
1. Introduction
A widely used strategy to increase efficiency and specific power output of gas turbines consists
of increasing the Turbine Entry Temperature (TET). Therefore, metal temperatures approach the
melting point of the alloys used in high-pressure nozzles, which are greatly loaded as shown in [1].
Advanced cooling systems such as film cooling are necessary to protect nozzles from high temperatures.
Such technology consists of the injection of coolant flow spilled from the high-pressure compressor
stage to create a protecting fluid film on the blade surface. The interaction of the coolant with the main
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flow increases complexity in the flow’s structures. The insurgence of counter-rotating vortices (called
“kidney-shaped vortices”) with a velocity component perpendicular to the surface is described in [2].
These vortices are generated by the redistribution of the vorticity content in the boundary layer and
play a key role in the performance of the cooling devices. Kidney vortices cause a lift-off effect moving
the coolant away from the wall and reducing the capability of film cooling in covering and protecting
the blade surface. These three-dimensional structures are numerically investigated over flat plates
in [3]. They noticed that the kidney vortices are greatly influenced by the boundary layer development
inside the coolant channel. An additional whirling structure, the so-called “tornado effect”, is described
in [4], where the presence of a core-wise, cross-flow transport in hairpin vortices (created by coolant
injection) in the laminar boundary layer is shown. This core-wise phenomenon continuously moves the
fluid from the wall to the free stream. Similar structures are described in [5] for a turbulent boundary
layer and in [6] in presence of interaction between a shock and the boundary layer.
The complexity of the fluid structures is further increased when the film cooling device is
considered in a realistic turbomachinery configuration. The effect of the cooling position on the
losses of a turbine stage is analyzed in [7]. They highlighted that the position and the inclination
of a cooling jet strongly affects both the losses and the capability of the boundary layer to resist
to an adverse pressure gradient. Moreover, in high-pressure stages oblique shocks shed from the
Trailing Edge (TE) impinge onto the suction side of the adjacent vane. In case of presence of a row
of film cooling holes their effectiveness is affected by the three-dimensional interaction between the
cooling flow, the boundary layer development, and the shock itself. Several authors demonstrate a
non-negligible variation in the local value of adiabatic effectiveness ηaw when the hole is located a few
diameters before the shock impingement zone [8–10].
More recently Uncertainty Quantification (UQ) methodologies have been coupled with CFD
simulations, providing the opportunity to quantify the stochastic variations associated with the
inevitable manufacturing deviations and the fluctuation of boundary conditions in an engine-like
environment [11]. The sensitivity of film cooling performance to relevant non-dimensional parameters
is discussed in [12] without a statistical analysis. A UQ analysis is used in [13] to demonstrate that small
variations in the coolant duct geometry affect the coolant flow redistribution in a non-negligible way.
These kinds of deviations are generally known as aleatory uncertainties. The different capability
to propagate aleatory uncertainties using different CFD approaches such as Reynolds-Averaged
Navier-Stokes (RANS), unsteady RANS or Large Eddy Simulation (LES), provides identification on
the accuracy of different numerical approach as shown by [14]. These deviations are known in open
literature as epistemic uncertainty and are more related to the limitations of the numerical model. The
quantification of the epistemic uncertainties is still an open problem.
In this work the effect of an impinging shock is studied numerically using a test case designed by
the Institut für Thermische Ströemungsmaschinen in Karlsruhe [9,15]. A shaped plate positioned at the
mid-height of a converging nozzle creates a diverging region where the Mach number reaches Ma = 1.5,
while at the end of the plate the flow slows down through a shock system. Two geometrical parameters
are perturbed to introduce the aleatory uncertainty associated with manufacturing deviations, namely
the diameter of both the plate trailing edge (DTE) and the cooling hole (Dc). The deterministic maps of
adiabatic effectiveness ηaw close to the hole exit section are obtained using two different turbulence
models (the SST model [16] and the Reynolds Stress Model [17]) and compared with the available
experimental data. The deterministic values and the stochastic distribution of the performance
parameters (blowing ratio BR, density ratio DR, momentum ratio MR and discharge coefficient CD)
are also calculated using two Probabilistic Collocation Methods (PCM) with Hermite polynomials and
Padè–Legendre approximants. Present work underlines the limitations of turbulence modelling in the
analysis of ηaw maps and shows that the impact of manufacturing uncertainty is not relevant for the
calculation of the performance parameters except for BR, to which is associated a standard deviation
up to 13.5%.
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2. Test-Case Description
Numerical simulations are widely used in cooperation with experimental tests, but only
recently CFD simulations have been coupled with UQ to study a wide range of turbomachinery
problems [13,18,19]. Concerning the present study, a complete description of the experimental facility
is reported in [9] and a detailed numerical campaign using the k-ω turbulence model [20] has been
reported in [10]. The proposed simulations have been carried out considering deterministic boundary
conditions Figure 1 shows a sketch of the control volume that includes the converging nozzle, the
central (shaped) plate, the cylindrical cooling hole, and the plenum. The main flow reaches sonic speed
at the throat while the shape of the lower part of the contoured plate allows the flow to accelerate
further to supersonic velocities. At the trailing edge, an oblique shock wave is generated, which
impinges on the lower wall in a region immediately downstream of the cooling-hole exit position. The
flow physics (including the effectiveness distribution obtained in [21]) is depicted in Figure 2, which
is obtained for geometry and boundary conditions corresponding to the experiments. The coolant
interacts with the main flow generating a weak shock, which merges with the oblique shock shed
by the plate trailing edge that impinges on the lower wall. The ηaw distribution is modified by the
presence of the adverse pressure gradient that is responsible for a local growth of the boundary layer.
Figure 1. Control volume of the numerical simulation.
Figure 2. Main characteristics of the coolant/shock/boundary layer interaction for Ma = 1.5.
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In the experimental apparatus, five injection holes are located upstream of the shock impingement
position and have a pitch-to-diameter ratio of 4.0 [9]. The control volume selected for the present
numerical campaign includes only a portion of the entire domain, being the channel symmetric along
the hole mid-plane and between two adjacent holes. Therefore, the computational domain is limited in
the z-direction by two symmetry planes that are set normal to the x-z plane (see Figure 1 for reference).
This choice neglects the formation of coolant oscillations on planes parallel to the x-z plane and is
coherent with the steady nature of the computations presented in the present work. The theoretical
free stream Mach number at the shock location is around 1.5 and the blowing ratio value of 1.0 has
been selected. The non-dimensional coolant total pressure is 1.01 with respect to main-flow inlet
total pressure and the non-dimensional coolant total temperature is 0.557 with respect to main-flow
inlet total temperature. For each investigated case, the numerical value has been calculated using
Equation (1) in accordance with the experimental definition:
BR =
ρc· uc
ρm· um (1)
In Equation (1) ρc is the coolant density, ρm is the main-flow density, uc is the coolant velocity and
um is the main-flow velocity. The value of the adiabatic effectiveness is essentially a non-dimensional
representation of the adiabatic wall temperature Taw and is calculated using Equation (2):
ηaw =
Taw − Trec,m
T0c − Trec,m (2)
where T0c is the coolant stagnation temperature (evaluated approximately at the hole exit section)
and Trec,m is the recovery temperature of the main flow. In case of perfect coverage of the wall by the
coolant flow Taw is equal to T0c and ηaw is 1.; in case of absence of coolant Taw is equivalent to Trec,m
and ηaw is 0.
Calculations with an adiabatic condition for the cooled plate are used to evaluate the adiabatic wall
temperature distribution. The evaluation of the main-flow recovery temperature has been performed
using Equation (3):
Trec,m = T0m·
1+ r· γ−12 Ma2is
1+ γ−12 Ma
2
is
(3)
The value of the recovery temperature is a function of the recovery factor r that in case of turbulent
flows can be estimated as r = Pr0.33 [22].
3. Numerical Methodology
The computational domain assumes flow symmetry at the hole centerline and between two
adjacent holes. That assumption is justified both by the fact that the boundary conditions are uniform
and that unsteady effects in the lateral direction are expected to be negligible. As shown in Figure 1,
the control volume includes the main-flow inlet, a coolant supply plenum, and the cylindrical cooling
channel, the end-walls that define the nozzle, the central shaped plate, and the outlet. The presence
of the plenum in film cooling simulations is crucial to correctly evaluate the aerodynamic losses and
the development of secondary flows [23–26] and then it is included in the present computational
control volume. Steady RANS equations are solved using a pressure-based approach. Pressure-velocity
equations are coupled, and the calculation is fully second-order accurate. The Shear Stress Transport
(SST) model [16] and Reynolds Stress Model (RSM) [17] already implemented in the commercial
ANSYSr FLUENTr code are used as turbulence closures to try to overcome the limitations of the
standard k-ω model [20]. The main difference between the two selected turbulence closures consists
of the calculation of the stress-tensor. RSM can evaluate the non-isotropic features of turbulence
while SST model considers the turbulence as an isotropic quantity. The comparison of the two
different approaches is aimed at assessing the role of the non-isotropic turbulence features due to
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the shock/coolant interaction in the evaluation of the distribution of adiabatic effectiveness. Inlet
turbulence level is set at 5% while a turbulence length scale of 1 mm has been considered. Walls
are set as adiabatic and viscous heating is considered to make the heat transfer evaluation accurate.
Calculation is converged when all the residuals are constantly below 10−5 and the mass-flow error is
below 1%.
The uncertainty quantification analysis has been performed by considering two geometrical
deviations as aleatory parameter: (i) the diameter of the cooling channel; (ii) the diameter of
trailing edge of the central plate. Both deviations are considered to obtain a uniform distribution.
The deviations related to the geometrical parameters have been assumed as 10% of the nominal value
for the coolant diameter and 20% for the trailing-edge diameter [11]. Selected deviations are slightly
higher than the realistic ones to obtain a wider response surface as result. The test matrix of the
numerical campaign is summarized in Table 1 using non-dimensional D values with respect to the
nominal configuration.
Table 1. Test matrix (with trailing-edge and coolant non-dimensional diameters.
Geometry DTE [-] Dc [-]
No. 1 1.2 0.9
No. 2 1.2 1.0 nominal Dc
No. 3 1.2 1.1
No. 4 1.0 0.9 nominal DTE
No. 5 1.0 1.0 nominal configuration
No. 6 1.0 1.1 nominal DTE
No. 7 0.8 0.9
No. 8 0.8 1.0 nominal Dc
No. 9 0.8 1.1
The meshes used for the nine calculations (necessary for the UQ analysis) are generated using the
commercial hybrid grid generator CentaurTM by Centaursoft. The mesh is denser in the region where
the shock-boundary layer interaction is expected (see Figure 3a) and the overall quality of the mesh is
much higher than in [10]. The number of tetrahedral elements in the coolant hole is increased as shown
in Figure 3b, with high resolution of the channel flow. The generated grids are particularly accurate in
the near-wall region, where a value of y+ always below 0.3 is obtained. The final mesh used for the
nominal case contains approximately 7.8 · 106 elements, which trebles the number of elements used
for the analysis showed in [10] for the same case. The main reason for the large increase of elements
occurring in the present work is the refinement of the portion of control volume where shock/coolant
interaction is expected. To include a smooth transition of the elements’ dimensions all over the domain,
also the other regions have been refined. All the used meshes include a similar number of elements
and are generated using the same rules for elements sizing. Since the simulations in [10] have been
demonstrated to be grid independent, the ones of the present work are also considered to be reliable
for the present analysis.
The aims of the present numerical campaign can be summarized in the following list:
• to correctly capture the characteristic flow features of the present test case;
• to compare the deterministic distributions of ηaw obtained with different turbulence models;
• to propose a reliable strategy for the calculation of non-dimensional performance parameters;
• to compare the performance of two different polynomials bases in the evaluation of
aleatory uncertainty;
• to quantify the uncertainty associated with manufacturing deviations for the calculation of
non-dimensional performance parameters (except for ηaw);
• to see how uncertainty propagates depending on the turbulence model.
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(a) Computational mesh of the control volume (b) Cooling-hole mesh
Figure 3. Computational mesh.
4. Definition of the Non-Dimensional Parameters
In this section, the non-dimensional parameters that will be calculated using the outcomes of the
simulations are defined.
4.1. Density Ratio
The density ratio DR is a non-dimensional parameter defined as the ratio between the coolant
density ρc and the main-flow density ρm (Equation (4)):
DR =
ρc
ρm
(4)
4.2. Momentum Ratio
The momentum ratio MR is a non-dimensional parameter defined as the ratio between the coolant
momentum ρcu2c and the main-flow momentum ρmu2m (Equation (5)):
MR =
ρcu2c
ρmu2m
(5)
4.3. Discharge Coefficient
The discharge coefficient CD is a non-dimensional parameter that gives an estimation of the
aerodynamic losses generated both by the local separation of the flow at the cooling channel inlet
section and by the development of the boundary layer. It is defined analytically as the ratio between
the mass-flow entering the cooling hole and the ideal mass-flow (Equation (6)). The latter is calculated
considering an isentropic expansion between a plenum characterized by the coolant stagnation pressure
and temperature values and a plenum where the pressure value is the one of the main flow at the
outlet section of the hole. The passage area to be considered corresponds to the one at the entrance of
the cooling hole.
CD =
m˙c
p0c·
(
pm
p0c
) γ+1
2γ ·
(
2γ
(γ−1)·RT0c ·
((
p0c
pm
) γ−1
γ − 1
)) 1
2
· piD24
(6)
where m˙c is the coolant mass-flow, p0c is the coolant stagnation pressure, pm is the main-flow static
pressure value at the hole exit section, T0c is the coolant stagnation temperature and D is the diameter
of the cooling-hole inlet section.
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5. Data Processing
To evaluate the performance of film cooling for the current configuration, the parameters defined
in the previous section must be calculated using the deterministic results of the numerical simulations.
Considering the control volume defined in Figure 1, it is possible to assign a specific number to
each section:
• section 1 is the main-flow inlet;
• section 2 is the cooling-hole inlet section;
• section 3 is the cooling-hole outlet section;
• section 4 is the main-flow outlet section.
Among the necessary values for the calculation of the parameters, the ones in the following list
are known:
• fluid properties:
gas constant R = 287
[
J kg−1K−1
]
;
the ratio between the specific heats γ = cp/cv = 1.4 [−];
• control volume geometrical characteristics:
main-flow inlet area Amain
[
m2
]
;
coolant inlet area Aplenum
[
m2
]
;
hole diameter D [m];
coolant hole section area Ahole
[
m2
]
;
• fluid dynamics boundary conditions:
stagnation pressure p01 [Pa] and stagnation temperature T01 [K] at main-flow inlet section;
stagnation pressure p02 [Pa] and stagnation temperature T02 [K] at coolant inlet section;
• values obtained from each converged simulation:
coolant mass-flow m˙c [kg/s];
main-flow pressure calculated on the plate before the hole exit section pm [Pa];
coolant pressure calculated on the plate before the hole exit section pc [Pa].
The isentropic relations and the perfect gas law are used to complete the definition of the
non-dimensional parameters [27]:
T0
T
= 1+
γ− 1
2
Ma2 (7)
p0
p
=
(
T0
T
)γ/(γ−1)
=
(
1+
γ− 1
2
Ma2
)γ/(γ−1)
(8)
ρ0
ρ
=
(
T0
T
)1/(γ−1)
=
(
1+
γ− 1
2
Ma2
)1/(γ−1)
(9)
p = ρ · RT (10)
where T0, p0 and ρ0 are the stagnation values, T, p and ρ are the static values and Ma is the Mach
number. More information can be found in the nomenclature section. The Equation (7) is exact for
a steady, adiabatic process while Equations (8) and (9) are valid for a steady, isentropic process only.
Under these hypotheses, the non-dimensional parameters can be calculated as follows.
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5.1. Blowing Ratio
The blowing ratio has been defined in Equation (1). The main-flow mass flux (ρmum) is determined
through Equation (11):
(ρmum) = pm Mais,m
√
γ
RTm
(11)
where the Tm value is evaluated using Equation (12):
Tm = T01
(
1+
γ− 1
2
Ma2is,m
)−1
(12)
where T01 is the stagnation temperature in section 1. The isentropic Mach number Mais,m is calculated
using Equation (13):
Mais,m =
√√√√√ 2
γ− 1
( p01
pm
) γ−1
γ − 1
 (13)
The coolant mass flux (ρcuc) is determined through Equation (14):
ρcuc =
m˙c
Ahole
(14)
5.2. Density Ratio
The density ratio has been defined in Equation (4). The main-flow density value ρm is calculated
using Equation (15):
ρm = ρ01
(
1+
γ− 1
2
Ma2is,m
)− 1γ−1
(15)
where the Mais,m is the one calculated using Equation (13). The value of the stagnation density ρ01 is
calculated using Equation (16):
ρ01 =
p01
RT01
(16)
The coolant density value ρc is calculated using Equation (17):
ρc = ρ02
(
1+
γ− 1
2
Ma2is,c
)− 1γ−1
(17)
where the value of the stagnation density ρ02 is calculated using Equation (18):
ρ02 =
p02
RT02
(18)
while the Mais,c is the one calculated using Equation (19):
Mais,c =
√√√√√ 2
γ− 1
( p02
pc
) γ−1
γ − 1
 (19)
5.3. Momentum Ratio
The momentum ratio is defined according to Equation (5), which can be rewritten as reported in
Equation (20):
MR =
ρcu2c
ρmu2m
(20)
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The main-flow momentum
(
ρmu2m
)
is calculated as reported in Equation (21):
ρmu2m = γpm Ma
2
is,m (21)
where the Mais,m value is calculated using Equation (13). The coolant momentum
(
ρcu2c
)
is calculated
as reported in Equation (22):
ρcu2c = γpc Ma
2
is,c (22)
where the Mais,c value is calculated using Equation (19). Since both the main-flow and the coolant are
modelled using air as perfect gas, they have the same value for γ. Therefore, considering Equations (21)
and (22) the momentum ratio can be rewritten as in Equation (23):
MR =
pc Ma2is,c
pm Ma2is,m
(23)
5.4. Discharge Coefficient
All the necessary values for the calculation of the discharge coefficient as defined in Equation (6)
has been defined in the previous sections. Then, it is sufficient to substitute p0c with p02 to obtain
Equation (24):
CD =
m˙c
p02·
(
pm
p02
) γ+1
2γ ·
(
2γ
(γ−1)·RT02 ·
((
p02
pm
) γ−1
γ − 1
)) 1
2
· piD24
(24)
6. Discussion on the Deterministic Results
In this section, numerical results are discussed in comparison with the available experimental
data. The aim is to evaluate the overall accuracy of deterministic computations and the impact of
turbulence modelling. The expected outcome is to capture both the most relevant flow features and
the correct level of the non-dimensional performance parameters to guarantee a reliable uncertainty
quantification analysis.
6.1. Adiabatic Effectiveness
Figure 4 shows the comparison between the numerical and experimental maps of adiabatic
effectiveness as defined in Equation (2). As can be observed, the lateral mixing of the cooling flow is
underestimated by the CFD simulations with respect to the experiments. Film cooling effectiveness is
experimentally evaluated within an accuracy of 5% [28], which is not sufficient to justify the differences
showed in Figure 4. The coolant is confined close to the centerline while the experiments show a wider
(and non-symmetric) redistribution of the cooling flow. That kind of outcome is associated with the
under-prediction of the vertical mixing in the wake of the jet for high (≥ 1.0) BR values [29].
The agreement between the experimental and the numerical data in the centerline is demonstrated
in [30] for the SST model and in [21] for RSM. In both the papers, a lift-off mechanism generated
by the adverse pressure gradient caused by the incoming oblique shock (see Figure 2) is described
that reduces the local ηaw value. It can be also observed that the result obtained using the SST model
shows a non-negligible impact of shock impingement at x/D ≈ 5.0. That outcome can be ascribed to
the isotropic nature of the SST model, while RSM is able to model the lateral mixing of the cooling flow
thus reducing the effect of the shock. In addition, it can be observed that more accurate results are
shown in [10] for lower BR values, obtained using the baseline k-ω model [20] with a different solver
(the in-house HybFlow solver). The same outcomes are also shown in [29], where modifications to the
turbulence model have no effects in improving predictions of wall temperatures in the wake region of
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detached films and the standard k-ω model is sufficient to reproduce the experimental maps for low
and moderate BR values.
Figure 4. ηaw experimental and numerical 2-D maps [21,30].
6.2. Non-Dimensional Parameters
The deterministic values of the non-dimensional performance parameters are reported in
Tables 2 and 3 for the “Geom. 5” (nominal) configuration. As can be observed, the BR value is
around 1.0, which is also the experimental value (within an accuracy of 6.2% [28]). Concerning the DR
and the MR values, there are no experimental confirmations but their levels (respectively around 2.0
and 0.9) are coherent with the typical values found for the present configuration. The deterministic CD
value is around 0.73 for most of the investigated configuration. It can be compared with the available
experimental data (within an accuracy of 6.5% [28]), with the numerical data obtained in [10] and with
data showed for a similar configuration (at the lower Mach number of 1.2) in [31]. As can be observed
in Figure 5, CD values are coherent with the experimental data (black line with triangular symbols)
and are much closer to them with respect to what is shown in [10] (red line with square symbols).
The CD values obtained in the present work are also in line with the data shown in [31] for Ma = 1.2
(reported using light blue line with circular symbols with comparison purposes). In fact, although
in [31] there are no data for Ma = 1.5 it is shown that increasing the main-flow Mach number the CD
values decrease, thus moving toward the values found in the present case.
Table 2. Non-dimensional parameters for the film cooling configuration studied using the SST
turbulence model.
SST Model Geom. 1 Geom. 2 Geom. 3 Geom. 4 Geom. 5 Geom. 6 Geom. 7 Geom. 8 Geom. 9
CD [-] 0.744 0.739 0.740 0.729 0.736 0.733 0.746 0.746 0.732
BR [-] 0.811 0.995 1.204 0.794 0.990 1.194 0.813 1.004 1.192
DR [-] 1.977 1.998 2.020 1.991 2.015 2.016 1.990 1.983 2.008
MR [-] 0.921 0.910 0.897 0.908 0.898 0.893 0.914 0.917 0.898
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Table 3. Non-dimensional parameters for the film cooling configuration studied using the Reynolds
Stress turbulence model.
RSM Model Geom. 1 Geom. 2 Geom. 3 Geom. 4 Geom. 5 Geom. 6 Geom. 7 Geom. 8 Geom. 9
CD [-] 0.746 0.736 0.737 0.733 0.732 0.731 0.741 0.740 0.729
BR [-] 0.836 1.056 1.199 0.799 0.985 1.190 0.808 0.995 1.186
DR [-] 1.987 2.002 2.018 1.991 2.020 2.010 1.984 1.992 2.010
MR [-] 0.916 0.908 0.899 0.909 0.901 0.897 0.917 0.911 0.897
Figure 5. CD values obtained using the SST model and RSM [10,31].
6.3. Final Comments on the Deterministic Data
The deterministic analysis demonstrated limited accuracy in the prediction of the 2-D maps of ηaw.
However, the main features of the test case are captured and the calculation of the non-dimensional
parameters (which is also the objective of the UQ analysis) gave good results when compared with the
experimental data, being most of the values within the experimental accuracy. Furthermore, all the
obtained results are coherent with what is found in recent literature [29]. A more accurate prediction
of the ηaw maps could be possible if one of the following approaches was used: (i) an unsteady
computation; (ii) a hi-fidelity turbulence model, such LES.
The simulation of the unsteady interaction between the coolant and the main-flow would allow
for the estimation of the enhanced mixing generated in the wake of the jets at the integral scales of
turbulence by main-flow fluctuations (especially at higher BR values). Furthermore, an unsteady
computation would reproduce the oblique shock fluctuation generated by the vortex shedding that
occurs at the TE of the central plate (similarly to what is shown in [32]). It must be underlined that the
correct intensity of a shock can be correctly captured only by an unsteady analysis due to non-linear,
unsteady stress terms [33].
Concerning the second point in the list, hi-fidelity CFD would correctly reproduce turbulence
behavior, which is the driving mechanism for the mixing between the coolant and the main-flow in
the inertial sub-range [25]. Unfortunately, the use of LES for the present test case is impracticable
due to the high Mach number that would increase the computational time to a non-acceptable level
for a UQ analysis. A similar comment can be done for unsteady computations, whose impact on
the computational resources is not as relevant as using LES but is still not acceptable in the present
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activity, whose main aim is to analyze the impact of manufacturing uncertainty on the non-dimensional
performance parameters. Being the latter well reproduced (at least within the experimental accuracy),
the current numerical approach is used for the UQ analysis, while the improved reproduction of the
ηaw maps for the present case will be elaborated on in a separate numerical campaign.
7. Uncertainty Quantification Methods for CFD
The effect of manufacturing deviations on film cooling performance in presence of shocks has
been studied by means of a non-intrusive statistical analysis. The proposed approach is based on
the assumption that the perturbation of either boundary conditions or geometric features propagate
linearly in the solution. Deviations in the prediction of a System Response Quantity (SRQ) depends on:
(i) a Probability Distribution Function (PDF) that describes the deviation of the aleatory parameter;
(ii) the adopted turbulence closure which defines the epistemic uncertainty; (iii) the physics involved
in the flow structures. The statistical evaluation of the selected SRQ is obtained by performing a set of
deterministic simulations with different boundary conditions, which are representative of the PDF of
the aleatory uncertainty.
The efficiency and the reliability of the UQ approach depends on the adopted sampling technique.
In the context of uncertainty quantification used along numerical simulations, the sampling process
consists of collecting a set of results of deterministic analyses obtained for different boundary
conditions. That sampling could be obtained using Monte Carlo approach, which implies many
simulations [34]. As a consequence of the high computational demand, Monte Carlo procedure is not
reliable when simulations are obtained using Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD). A more suitable
approach is based on the polynomial description of the stochastic variation. That approach allows
for the determination of the PDF of the selected aleatory parameters by performing simulations only
for a relatively small amount of boundary conditions. The investigated working points are obtained
using the PCM procedure based on the representation of uncertainties on a linear space where the
orthonormal basis is formed by a set of polynomials. According to this assumption, the propagation of
an uncertainty parameter ~x associated with a PDF ~ξ within a physical system can be described in a
polynomial form such as in Equation (25):
y(~x,~ξ) =
∞
∑
i=0
ai(~x)uˆ(~ξ) (25)
In Equation (25) ai and ~x are deterministic functions and uˆ is a set of multidimensional orthogonal
polynomials in the random variables ξ. Such methodology is usually known as Polynomial Chaos
(PC) [35,36]. An extensive review of the methods is detailed in [37].
7.1. Hermite Polynomials
When aleatory uncertainty is associated with a normal distribution and the flow field is not
affected by singularities, the basis uˆ(ξ) on which the space of solutions can be reconstructed is formed
by Hermite polynomials. The generic expansion of the stochastic response in Equation (25) can be
expressed as reported in Equation (26):
y(~x,~ξ) = a0H0 + a1H1 + a2H2 (26)
In a 1-D space, the form of the Hermite polynomials is reported in Equation (27) up to the second
order, where Pn is the nth order polynomial. A detailed description of a stochastic analysis based on
the use of Hermite’s polynomials for the study of aleatory uncertainty in turbomachinery-relevant
problems is reported in [14]. In that work the inlet flow velocity in an internal cooling system is
assumed as aleatory uncertainty. The inlet velocity is associated with a normal PDF and the boundary
conditions are selected according a PCM based on Hermite’s polynomials. Results demonstrated a
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correlation between aleatory and epistemic uncertainty in presence of non-linear problems dominated
by turbulence. That kind of approach is the first one selected for the present activity.
Order 0: P0 = H0 = 1
Order 1: P1 = H1 = ξ1
Order 2: P2 = H2 = ξ21 − 1
(27)
7.2. Padè–Legendre Approximants
A different choice of polynomial basis is needed when the flow structure is characterized by
discontinuities such as shocks, which is the case described in [6]. Shock-dominated flow structures can
be modelled by Padè approximation as shown in [38]. The Padè approximation is a generalization
of PC where a discontinuous response surface is described by a ratio of PC expansions. As this
expansion can have poles, it can describe discontinuities. Numerator and denominator of the rational
function are determined through a finite sum of orthogonal polynomials bases whose coefficients
can be calculated from the function’s values for a predefined set of points. Examples of this include
Padè–Jacobi, Padè–Chebischev and Padè–Legendre (PL) approximants. The latter represent the second
approach used in the present work following the prescriptions found in [38,39].
A complete basis of Legendre polynomials is defined by Equation (28):
〈Pn, Pm〉 = 1n + 1/2δn,m with n, m ∈ N (28)
Polynomials are defined uniquely as (1, x, 12 (3x
2 − 1), . . .) and the expansion can be continued
to any desired order. Every function u can be defined as a linear combination of Legendre’s basis
(Equation (29)):
u =
∞
∑
n
uˆnPn (29)
The coefficients uˆn in the nth Legendre coefficient of u are defined as in Equation (30):
uˆ =
〈u, Pn〉
〈Pu, Pn〉 (30)
The function is known in specific discrete points and the Gaussian quadrature provides the
discrete formulation where each scalar product in Equation (30) is defined as in Equation (31):
〈u, Pn〉N =
N
∑
j=0
Pn(xj)Pm(xj)ωj with ωj =
2
N(N + 1)[PN(xj)]2
(31)
The nodes xi in Equation (31) are the quadrature points and ωi are the quadrature weights
of the Gauss–Lobatto quadrature rule as described in [40]. The nodes are given as the roots of
PN+1(x). Consequently, the nodes are chosen as the roots of the polynomial PN(x). The Gauss–Lobatto
quadrature rule is chosen because it requires less function evaluations than standard Gauss quadrature.
Given two integers M and L, a Padè–Legendre approximation of a function u is the ratio of
two approximating polynomials PM and QL based on the Legendre basis. The overall order of
the reconstruction is N = (M + L + 1). Once the polynomial representation of the underlying
function is obtained, it is possible to obtain mean uˆ and variance σˆ directly from the functions in
Equations (32) and (33):
u˜ =
∫
Drnd
u(x,ωrnd) fωdωrnd (32)
σ˜ =
∫
Drnd
u(x,ωrnd)2 fωdωrnd − [
∫
Drnd
u(x,ωrnd) fωdωrnd]2 (33)
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In Equation (32) ωrnd is the random parameter associated with the PDF fω, Drnd represents the
domain of the random parameters and x is the physical space.
8. Discussion on the Statistical Analysis
The aim of this section is to evaluate how manufacturing deviations affect non-dimensional
parameters of a cooling device in supersonic conditions depending on turbulence modelling and UQ
methodology. Deterministic values of CD, BR, DR and MR are reported in Tables 2 and 3. Response
surfaces for the parameters are visible from Figures 6–13. Finally, their mean values and standard
deviations are reported in Table 4.
(a) SST model
(b) Reynolds stress model
Figure 6. Discharge Coefficient CD (Hermite polynomials).
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Data included in Tables 2 and 3 show the dependence of the parameters on both the cooling-hole
diameter and the plate’s trailing-edge dimension. The CD value is almost constant (between 0.729
and 0.746) for the investigated configurations, which is an expected result. In fact, considering the
definition of CD in Equation (24) and increasing the coolant channel diameter Dc both the actual
and the isentropic mass-flows increase by similar amounts, with a limited impact by the variation of
thermodynamic losses. Concerning the other parameters, BR shows a variation up to 20% with respect
to the nominal value (which is the one obtained for the nominal configuration, Geom. 5) and DR and
MR are characterized by variations in the order of 1%, irrespective of the selected turbulence model.
(a) SST model
(b) Reynolds stress model
Figure 7. Discharge Coefficient CD (Padè polynomials).
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A detailed analysis of the obtained results can be performed looking at the Response Surfaces
(RSs) showed from Figures 6–13. These RSs are obtained using both Hermite and Padè–Legendre
polynomials to analyze the data showed in Tables 2 and 3.
(a) SST model
(b) Reynolds stress model
Figure 8. Momentum Ratio MR (Hermite polynomials).
The outcome obtained using the CD values is showed from Figures 6a to 7b. As expected, the
RSs are almost planar for all the investigated cases and there are limited differences between the SST
and the RSM data. It can be observed that the selected approach based on the Hermite polynomials is
limited to a second-order accuracy when applied to a set of 9 deterministic values, then the generation
of a RS that could match all the deterministic values is not possible (see as example Figure 6). On the
contrary, Padè–Legendre approximants can generate discontinuous RSs at sixth order with the same
set of values, which gives the outcomes showed in Figure 7. The latter RSs accurately follows the
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deterministic values thanks to the superior ability to change the surface curvature. The same outcome
can be observed by comparing Figures 9 and 11 with Figures 8 and 10 respectively. The ability of
Padè–Legendre approximants in the generation of a RS that almost matches all the deterministic
values obtained for MR and DR is guaranteed by the possibility to generate surfaces with quick
curvature variations.
(a) SST model
(b) Reynolds stress model
Figure 9. Momentum Ratio MR (Padè polynomials).
Concerning the BR RSs showed from Figures 12a to 13b, no remarkable differences are
individuated by changing either the turbulence or the UQ methodology. The latter outcome is
ascribable to the smooth distribution of the deterministic points. Looking at the RSs it is possible to
note that BR varies by a non-negligible factor (up to 20% as previously underlined) mainly depending
on the Dc value.
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(a) SST model
(b) Reynolds stress model
Figure 10. Density Ratio DR (Hermite polynomials).
Generally speaking, the impact of the variation of DTE on the selected parameters seems to
be negligible for all the investigated cases. That outcome could be explained considering that the
calculations have been performed with steady flow assumption, which neglects the possibility that a
variation in the DTE value would affect the shedding frequency and the time-averaged shock intensity
and impact location. However, more analyses are necessary on a symmetric control volume with
periodic conditions to verify that guess.
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(a) SST model
(b) Reynolds stress model
Figure 11. Density Ratio DR (Padè polynomials).
From a technological point of view, it is of major interest to determine the mean value and the
standard deviation (STD) associated with the statistical analysis. For that reason, the values obtained
for the nominal case and using the two UQ methodologies are reported in Table 4. Values obtained
using the UQ methodologies are quite close (within an accuracy of 1%) to the deterministic values.
What is primarily interesting are the associated STD values that represent the numerical uncertainty
associated with manufacturing deviations. As can be observed, STD values associated with DR, MR
and CD are below 1.1%. Concerning BR, STD values are between 11.5% and 13.5%, thus demonstrating
a non-negligible impact of manufacturing deviations on that fundamental parameters. It is worth
underlining that the values obtained using Hermite polynomials and Padè–Legendre approximants
are quite close with each other. It can be concluded that despite the higher ability in the reconstruction
of RSs, to use Padè–Legendre approximants does not provide a relevant improvement in the evaluation
of mean values and STDs (at least in a case where the RSs do not present steep curvature variations).
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(a) SST model
(b) Reynolds stress model
Figure 12. Blowing Ratio BR (Hermite polynomials).
(a) SST Model
Figure 13. Cont.
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(b) Reynolds stress model
Figure 13. Blowing Ratio BR (Padè polynomials).
Table 4. Mean value and standard deviation of BR, DR, MR e CD parameters and comparison with
deterministic data.
CD [-] Deterministic Mean Value Standard Deviation Mean Value Standard Deviation
(Hermite) (Hermite) (Padè) (Padè)
SST 0.736 0.737 0.001 0.738 0.004
RSM 0.732 0.734 0.002 0.736 0.004
BR [-] Deterministic Mean Value Standard Deviation Mean Value Standard Deviation
(Hermite) (Hermite) (Padè) (Padè)
SST 0.990 0.994 0.115 0.999 0.135
RSM 0.985 0.999 0.125 1.005 0.131
DR [-] Deterministic Mean Value Standard Deviation Mean Value Standard Deviation
(Hermite) (Hermite) (Padè) (Padè)
SST 2.015 2.005 0.011 2.001 0.011
RSM 2.020 2.004 0.009 2.001 0.009
MR [-] Deterministic Mean Value Standard Deviation Mean Value Standard Deviation
(Hermite) (Hermite) (Padè) (Padè)
SST 0.898 0.903 0.006 0.905 0.007
RSM 0.901 0.904 0.005 0.906 0.006
9. Conclusions
The main topic of the present activity is the evaluation of the impact of manufacturing deviations
on the performance parameters (CD, BR, DR and MR) of a film cooling configuration in presence
of oblique shocks. A total amount of 18 steady simulations are used to take into consideration the
geometrical uncertainty associated with the cooling-hole diameter and the dimension of the central
plate trailing edge. Two different turbulence closures (SST and RSM) are used to underline the impact
of the anisotropy on the calculation of the ηaw 2-D maps. Two different UQ methodologies based
on Hermite polynomials and Padè–Legendre approximants are used to determine the most suitable
approach.
Concerning the deterministic results obtained for the nominal configuration, it is observed that the
coolant is mainly confined close to the centerline and its mixing with the main flow is underestimated
if compared with the available experimental map. The use of the RSM approach for turbulence
modelling does not provide significant improvements in the calculation of ηaw. Those outcomes are
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in line with computations by other authors [29] and are associated with the under-prediction of the
vertical mixing in the wake of a jet for high BR values. Also, the CD and BR parameters are compared
with the experimental values and are found to be within the experimental accuracy and in line with
literature data.
Concerning the UQ analysis, it is observed that CD, DR and MR are not almost unaffected by the
selected manufacturing deviations while BR greatly depends on Dc. No relevant impact is found using
either SST model or RSM in combination with Hermite polynomials and Padè–Legendre approximants.
The latter can generate Reynolds stresses that match the deterministic points with greater accuracy
with respect to Hermite polynomials, but it does not mean that relevant changes are found in the
calculation of mean values and STD. In fact, all the data obtained using the UQ methodologies are
close (within an accuracy of 1.1%) to the corresponding deterministic ones. STD values for BR are
between 11.5% and 13.5%, thus confirming a non-negligible impact of manufacturing deviations.
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Nomenclature
Symbol
A area
a coefficient of the generic expansion
C coefficient
D diameter, domain
H Hermite polynomial
Ma Mach number
P generic polynomial for a PCM reconstruction
p pressure
Pr Prandtl number
R gas constant
r recovery factor
T temperature
u velocity
x quadrature points, deterministic functions
Subscripts
0 stagnation
1 inlet
2 outlet
a adiabatic
c coolant
d discharge
hole relative to the cooling hole
i,j generic counter
is isentropic
m,main main flow
n order of the polynomial quadrature
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plenum relative to the plenum
rec recovery
w wall
Greek
δ Kronecker delta
η effectiveness
γ specific heat ratio
µ dynamic viscosity
ω quadrature weight
ρ density
σ standard deviation
ξ generic random variable
Abbreviations
1-D One-Dimensional
2-D Two-Dimensional
BR Blowing Ratio
CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics
DR Density Ratio
LES Large Eddy Simulation
MR Momentum Ratio
PC Polynomial Chaos
PCM Probabilistic Collocation Method
PDF Probability Distribution Function
PL Padè–Legendre
RANS Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes
RS Response Surface
RSM Reynolds Stress Model
SRQ System Response Quantity
SST Shear Stress Transport
STD Standard Deviation
TE Trailing Edge
TET Turbine Entry Temperature
UQ Uncertainty Quantification
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